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Botley Centre Redevelopment
Reference: 465.2-857

Report of Design Review Meeting 
Date: 11 April 2016
Location: Botley Baptist Church, Westminster Way, Oxford

Panel

Richard Portchmouth (Chair), Architect
Corinna Dean, Architect/Urban Designer
Oliver Goodhall, Public Spaces/Urban Designer
Richard Simmons, Planner
Philip Cave, Landscape Architect
Richard Wilson, Planner/Urban Designer

Presenting team

Neil Rowley, Savills
Cara Bamford, Make
Chinmay Potbhare, Make

Other attendees

David Tittle, Design South East
Samantha Allen, Vale of White Horse District Council
Clare Golden, Vale of White Horse District Council
Stuart Walker, Vale of White Horse District Council
Hanna Zembrzycka-Kisiel, Vale of White Horse District Council
Cllr Debby Hallet, Vale of White Horse District Council
Cllr Emily Smith, Vale of White Horse District Council
Huw Griffiths, Mace
Seamus Kane, Mace
Del Testor, Origin Transport Consultants
Justin Thompson, MacGregor Smith
David McFarlane, SP Broadway

Site visit

A full site visit was conducted by the Panel ahead of the review.
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Summary

In general, we are supportive of this proposal.  The existing centre seems tired and there is the 
potential to invigorate it and provide a more successful retail and community heart for Botley.  
The general mix of uses within the scheme are appropriate to the location which is well 
connected to Oxford and will help to reinforce its success.  We appreciate that a lot of work 
has been undertaken on public and stakeholder consultation in an environment where views 
have sometimes been passionately expressed and the development of the design has been 
very positive.  In particular, the commitment to retain and enhance Elms Parade is important.  
Since the first review the design team have moved away from a monolithic scheme to create a 
proposal that is at the same time more broken up and more integrated with the public realm 
at its heart.

There are some aspects of the design which could benefit from further work and testing.  
These include parts of the public realm within the scheme, the architectural character and 
its relationship to suburban Botley, and the height and massing in places where it creates 
awkward relationships between buildings. 
 
Our comments are as follows:

Background

This is a proposal for the demolition and redevelopment of the shopping centre and adjacent 
buildings in Botley.  Botley is a community separated from Oxford by a flood plain.  This 
means that to an extent it is economically and socially integrated with its city neighbour but 
has its own identity as a village and sits within Vale of White Horse District.  This proposal is 
for Botley’s principle village centre and its redevelopment has long been an aspiration of the 
local authority. The new development will provide new retail space, 149 residential units, 
262 student accommodation units, a hotel, community buildings and office space.  A previous 
iteration of this proposal was reviewed by Design South East in June 2014.  That proposal was 
refused planning permission.  Since that time there has been extensive public and stakeholder 
consultation and the scheme has changed considerably.

Public realm

We support the overall strategy for the public realm which creates a well connected network 
of walking routes through the development which open up to some degree into more 
generous public spaces where they need to.  This network works well in taking people 
through the development but greater attention should be paid to the nodes and places where 
people might linger.  

The long space running east-west needs to be assessed as to its overshadowing from the 
south in order to establish that it is a suitable place to sit and for trees to flourish.  A study 
with some clear cross sections is needed to prove or disprove this. 

Further attention is needed to the space in front of Elms Parade as it fronts West Way.  We 
appreciate that this may not be totally in the control of the developer but collaboration is 
required to ensure that Elms Parade is seamlessly integrated within the new development.  
Having committed to the retention of Elms Parade its commercial success is paramount. 

 



Further collaboration may also be required with the highways authority to ensure that 
junctions, pedestrian connections across major roads, footways and cycle routes are as good 
as they could be.  The strategy for cyclists throughout the development, not just with regards 
to segregated cycle-ways, should be considered.  This would include cycle parking/storage 
arrangements and understanding what pedestrian areas could be shared with cycles.  

The animation of the Church Way cross route should be examined. Where there is a decision 
to be made about position of entrances, perhaps Church Way should be favoured to maximise 
its active edge.  The east-west route works well but connection to Westminster Way seems 
pinched and might not seem very welcoming. 

Architecture and materials

While on the whole the architecture is polite and respects its context we feel as though it 
could be anywhere.  There is scope for further analysis of the suburban character of Botley to 
see if there is more that could be done with the detailed design of the buildings without being 
over fussy to provide a better sense of place.  As a relatively low density suburban area it may 
be difficult to grasp what can be learnt from in Botley’s character but there are aspects of its 
urban form – wide streets, curves, big steep hipped roofs, 45 degree corners and generous 
tree planting that can perhaps be responded to.  The architecture has a contemporary urban 
feel and could perhaps relax a little for this suburban setting. 

It would be worth exploring whether greater equality of heights of the buildings either side 
of the east-west route might feel more comfortable and allow more sunlight from the south 
while still delivering the scheme’s accommodation requirements. 

The numbers of non-student apartments serviced from each street door gives cause for 
concern.  10 or 12 should be the maximum. Beyond that the block becomes anonymous and 
needs quite active management to ensure it stays safe and clean. 

Scale, height and massing

This location in a district centre is appropriate for a higher density development with the 
scale that comes with it.  Indeed the scale can act to make this more legibly the centre of 
Botley.  However, we understand that the scale of this proposal has been a major issue in the 
public consultation and we would urge further careful consideration.  Scale and massing were 
a concern at the last review but our advice from then (to concentrate heights in the centre) is 
no longer appropriate with the retention of Elms Parade.  The heights at the corner of West 
Way and Westminster Way work well but the Westminster Way frontage still appears too 
high. 
 
The breaking up of the built forms from those in the earlier designs has helped but there 
are still some awkward relationships between buildings.  For example the relationship 
between the parallel blocks, the potential blocking out of morning light to the raised 
courtyard in block B and the overshadowing of public space by block C.  The height of block 
E, although respectful of Elms Parade, in relation to blocks D and C, with which it forms the 
main pedestrian route through the site, is out of scale with the building heights of D and C. 
More investigations and ‘shuffling’ of blocks to find an optimal form and position could reap 
rewards.

The absence of a model made it difficult to assess the impact of the buildings on the 
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surrounding public space and longer views and we would urge one to be commissioned.  A 
greater selection of sections through the proposed development would also help.

Landscape, boundaries and edges

We were not convinced that the pergola over the exposed surface car park area would work 
to shield this element.  It is likely that the creepers will be difficult to maintain and might drop 
foliage onto the cars leading to pressure for their removal, an alternative strategy should be 
developed. 

On a more general level the tree and other planting at the periphery of the scheme could 
benefit from further examination to ensure it is creating an attractive and safe-feeling 
streetscape. Could more of the trees on Westminster Way, or indeed within the site, be 
retained? It will take a long time for trees of this size to re-establish themselves.  The edges 
of the scheme seem to be dominated by car parking and service areas, which are necessary 
evils, but more could be done to improve them.   This is especially prevalent on Westminster 
Way where the service area/hotel drop off and current bus stop all appear to overlap, thereby 
compromising one of the principal pedestrian access points to the east west pedestrian axis.  
The Westminster Way frontage, with a car park behind a grille will not be very attractive. 

This review was commissioned by Vale of Whitehorse District Council with the knowledge of Savills.
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